Host Tim says:
<<<Resume mission, episode 4, encounter>>>

CO_OMallory says:
::in Ready Room::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::in sickbay::

CTO_Hunter says:
::on the bridge at the Tactical Station::

XO_Taylor says:
::On bridge, preparing for battle::

OPS_Shania says:
:: on the bridge at her station::

FCO_Adams says:
::standing behind her chair ready to relieve the officer there::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::on the bridge, fixing his console::

CO_OMallory says:
::looks over battle plans::

CMO_Turok says:
::In sickbay, giving instructions to his staff::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::looks at the CMO as he gives instruction::

FCO_Adams says:
::taps the officer on the shoulder:: Carter: You are relieved.

CSO_MacLeod says:
Self: Okay, no problem...  working as it was new. ::smiles, satisfied::

CTO_Hunter says:
::checks on his departments status::

CO_OMallory says:
::exits RR for Bridge:: ALL: Report.

FCO_Adams says:
<Carter>: I stand relieved ma'am. :;stands and heads for the TL::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Sensors are back online.  Scanning the sector. ::begins scans::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Battle preparation is going as planned.

CTO_Hunter says:
All: Captain on Deck!!!! ::snaps to attention::

CMO_Turok says:
MO/Sb_Staff: This is what we have been training for.  Arm yourselves and get to your stations.  Remember, no enemies must be allowed into sickbay.

FCO_Adams says:
::takes her seat and begins to check her console readings::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::nods:: CMO: Pardon me, where are the weapons? ::does not recall seeing any in the weeks she has been here::

CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Status of Breen fleet?

FCO_Adams says:
::sits at attention::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: I am picking up something on LRS now, sir.  Checking. ::checks the blips on sensors::

XO_Taylor says:
::listens to CSO::

CO_OMallory says:
::goes to Hunter::  CTO: Lieutenant, when we meet the Breen, I am trusting you to put us up for a valiant fight, if needed ::smiles a bit::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: The armory.  Under the plan of sickbay defense, security has authorized the issue of hand weapons to our staff.  Of course, we are to train them in first response medical treatment as well.  If we survive, we shall begin doing so.  ::Grins::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Confirmed.  The Breen fleet is coming toward us at an angle. ::looks at the CO::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye Aye Sir. As the Klingons say.  "Today is a Good Day to die!"

CO_OMallory says:
CTO: We will need all our tricks if we are to survive...make sure they are all there.

MO-SamBejTa says:
CMO: I will do so with pleasure. ::grins back::  Shall I go and retrieve us some now.. ?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::glances at the CTO:: CTO: Perhaps, lieutenant....

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Yes, take the staff there and see to it.  I will remain here and see that we are prepared for casualties.

CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Continue on course.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: I'm detecting 20 ships, captain.  They are coming at port to starboard angle with us.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::nods and is half way out the door::

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Yes?

XO_Taylor says:
CO: ENG has reported to me and according to them, the ship is primed to fight, I'll be double checking the results to make sure that they are true to their word.

CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Range?

FCO_Adams says:
::watches her course and speed readings closely:: CO: Aye sir, holding steady.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Perhaps today is a good day to die... ::looks back at his console::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: 17 light years, maximum range of our LRS.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: If it didn't sound so pessimistic, I'd laugh... come on, all's in the attitude. ::winks and smiles at him and gives him a tap on the shoulder::

CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Any contact with other starships in the area to help?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::raises both eyebrows:: XO: Personally, I prefer not to die today. ::smiles::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::enters the Armory, the smell of metal wafts through the air::

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO Hardnose>SamBejTa: Can I help you Sir?

OPS_Shania says:
CO: There are other ships we can call.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: That's what I thought. ::smiles and gets back to his seat, while reading the ENG's detailed report::

CO_OMallory says:
OPS: With 20 ships coming at us...call for reinforcements.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Ensures that security teams are ready to be dispatched any an all intruders::

MO-SamBejTa says:
Hardnose: I have been sent by the CMO to retrieve weapons for the use of defense in case we are under siege in sickbay. ::looks around him trying to see everything, she should have been a tactical officer instead of a medic, it was more exciting::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Aye sir. ::hails the ships::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::just in case, picks up his tricorder and puts it in his uniform, motioning to Altsen to do the same::

CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Be ready for some of those...unusual...maneuvers, we may need them

CMO_Turok says:
::Checks that all sickbay systems are ready, trauma trays are prepared and his own disruptor is fully charged and set properly.::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Got a few flight patterns ready to be taken off your sleeve?

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO_Hardnose>SamBejTa: Ah then you have your WRF 101 with 10 copies, and your WPF 202 in 20 copies? All original none carbon, signed by the CO, XO, CTO and your department head, Sir? ::Smiles::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans the sector, keeping tabs on the Breen fleet::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: I think we can give them a run for their money…so to speak. ::smiles slightly::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: How long until weapons range?

MO-SamBejTa says:
::rolls her eyes and then stands nose to nose with him:: Hardnose: No, will that be a problem ::smiles::

XO_Taylor says:
::smiles back in the same manner:: FCO: Glad to hear it.

FCO_Adams says:
::tracks the friendly ships in the area::

CTO_Hunter says:
::receives data on the Breen fleet ::Holly......:::Catches him self::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Altsen> ::picks up his tricorder and puts it in the uniform, as the CSO ordered::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: It seems we located two of the Breen Heavy Cruisers.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Are we able to match them in battle?

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO_Hardnose>SamBejTa: Only if you want any weapons.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Checking sir. ::checks the Breen fleet position::

XO_Taylor says:
::doesn’t like the "heavy" in that name::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: The incoming fleet has two Breen Heavy Cruiser in it, Each is a match for us.  Now do you want the good news or bad news first?

MO-SamBejTa says:
::steps an inch closer:: Hardnose: I do hope you are not in the need of medical attention later in the day, Chief. ::smiles with a twinkle in her eye as she runs her hand through her hair::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I've checked ENG's reports and all systems are primed and ready to give the Breen a fight they'll remember. ::sounds ready to face them::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Are they the Capital Ships you were talking about?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Great...sounds like this will be a fun day.

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Two of them, there still more missing....

CSO_MacLeod says:
::bites his lips on CTO's comment::

XO_Taylor says:
::Smiles:: CO: Nothing better to test our command abilities. ::winks and sits down::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::still checking the Breen fleet position::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Bad news first.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Maintaining course at warp 9 heading for the Breen fleet. Intercept time now 30 minutes.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Sir, 30 minutes to intercept the Breen fleet.

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Bad News the Heavy Cruisers’ are equipped with cloaking devices.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Hope the good news is better.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: They are at warp 5.

XO_Taylor says:
Self: Now that's heavy...

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Good News the cloaking system has taken damage in the battle with our fleet.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: We need to expose that first, if we can.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Make them vulnerable to the rest of our fleet.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears sensors beep::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Sir, I'm picking up something else. ::checks:: Good news! ::smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
::board peeps as 6 more contacts come in...watches as the computer changes them from unknown contacts to Federation vessels::

FCO_Adams says:
::takes a peek over at MacLeod as his sensors beep::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Notes that the task force is made up of 2 Akira, 1 Intrepid, 1 Defiant and two Excelsior::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: It'll be our first target, sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: There are 6 Federation vessels in pursuit, 2 Akira, 1 Intrepid, 1 Defiant and 2 Excelsior (Refit).

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: What is the news?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Here come the cavalry...

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Indeed.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Did you pick up the same, Cassie?

CTO_Hunter says:
::thinks 20 to 7....only about 3 Breen vessel for everyone one of us::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Yes sir, I can confirm those numbers.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::steps back:: *CMO* I am having trouble.. the chief down here ::pauses:: What’s your name?
*CMO* Anyway.. he will not release me weapons.. says I need paper.

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO_Hardnose>SamBejTa: It’s not my fault if you do not have the proper forms.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::remembers they are on duty and she still does not remember anything:: FCO: I mean, Lieutenant Adams... ::blushes slightly::

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Open channel.

FCO_Adams says:
::brings up her evasive patterns on the display::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Thinks but at least we got 5 Heavy Cruiser against hopefully only two...::

MO-SamBejTa says:
;:waves her hand at the CPO as she waits for the CMO::

OPS_Shania says:
::opens a channel:: CO: Is open.

Host Akira-1 says:
@COM: Gryphon: Task Force Hammer here.  You ready to play anvil?  ::Smile heard in voice::

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Hammer: Ready to go.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO/CSO: Not bad odds.... better than I thought at least... ::smiles::

FCO_Adams says:
::looks back over at Mauro puzzled::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: What are our chances now?  Any idea?

CMO_Turok says:
*OPS* This is Lieutenant Turok.  I would like you to allocate enough power to operate one transporter in site to site mode forthe purpose of transferring casualties to sickbay.  If you need to use that power elsewhere during battle, please inform me so other arrangements can be made.

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Hammer: We'll slow them down for you, if we can.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::looks him over toes to top and decides she could take him out in one flash of her hand.. looks at her hand then at him::

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO_Hardnose>MO: That is Master Chief Petty Officer Hardnose.

Host Akira-1 says:
@COM: Gryphon: Best intel is only two heavy cruisers, but they can cloak... they're damaged as are most the other ships.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: At least we have how to fight...  and they are not hundreds - until now. ::smiles, relieved::

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Depends on if there any more cloaked Heavy Cruisers.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::ignores him for the moment::

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Hammer: We will try to disable their cloaks.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: But they got SB412, though..

CMO_Turok says:
*CTO* Lieutenant, your infernal Federation paperwork is interfering with my staff.  Please inform the armory guard of our agreement so that my staff can be properly outfitted for battle.

CMO_Turok says:
*MO* Wait.

OPS_Shania says:
*CMO* Understood. ::reroutes power from the holodecks to a transporter::

Host Akira-1 says:
@COM: Gryphon: Understood.  We'll be splitting up and driving them toward you.  Lets keep them in the middle.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: What reminds me... ::runs tachyon search on the Breen fleet, attempting to find any cloaked vessels::

CTO_Hunter says:
*CMO* My staff needs the paper work to release the weapons Mr. Turok.

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Hammer: Understood.  Gryphon out.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Well... that's not good.  But we'll handle fine. ::smiles::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::wishes she had a nail file so she could appear bored by filing her nails or.. looks over at Hardnose again::

FCO_Adams says:
::searches the area for any spatial distortions which might indicate a cloaked ship::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: We've been in worse situations.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Initiating a tachyon search on the Breen fleet, Commander. ::still scanning::

CMO_Turok says:
*CTO* Paperwork?  What is that to a Klingon?  We discussed this and made an agreement.  Do you think I wish to steal the weapons?  I give you my word, all will be returned when this is over.

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO_Hardnose>::looks over at the ensign as CPO Kibble and Bits come from the weapons area in full body armor and type three phasers::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Try to locate any unusual readings that might tell us of a cloaked ship

MO-SamBejTa says:
::resist the urge to growl at him, he may take it wrong::

CMO_Turok says:
::Begins pacing and looking for something non-vital to break.::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Indeed. ::notices a light blip on sensors after the tachyon scans::  Uh-oh...

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: So?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: I've just done it, sir...

CTO_Hunter says:
*CMO* That may be so but i am not about to do inventory of had phaser again because of mission Paper work.  File out the paper work or no weapon, Hunter out

MO-SamBejTa says:
::a small growl escapes her lips as two in full armor come by::

Host CO_OMallory says:
All: Red Alert.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO/XO: I have a light sign that seems to be leading the Breen fleet.  Just ahead of the vessels.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Ready all weapons.

CTO_Hunter says:
*All hands* All personal to battle Station, Red Alert; possible hostile Contact. All hands to battle station!

MO-SamBejTa says:
::hears the red alert:: CPO: Listen to that.. hand them over and I shall not kill you as you stand !

CTO_Hunter says:
::hits the red alert button::

FCO_Adams says:
::locates the position of the friendly ships as opposed to the Breen fleet::

CMO_Turok says:
::Roars in anger and smashes the window to his office.::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::attempts to identify the cloaked vessel::

XO_Taylor says:
Shipwide: This is a red alert situation, this is not a drill, all the crew are required to report to their superior officers, Whether on or off duty.

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Ok...let's keep them in the middle of all of us.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears a known sound coming from his console::  CO: Sir, we're being scanned.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Orders S3C to go to SAL One::

CMO_Turok says:
*MO* Ensign, battle is joined, we have no more time to waste on these P'tagh!  Return to sickbay.  We will do the best we can with our melee weapons.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye sir, altering course to comply.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: BREEN FLEET TURNS TOWARD GRYPHON

CSO_MacLeod says:
SO: Prepare the internal sensor group!

XO_Taylor says:
CO: All departments are reporting battle stations ready.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Full power to weapons and shields.

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, they are turning...straight for us!

MO-SamBejTa says:
*CMO* ::Barks an obscenity in Klingon and glares at Hardnose:: CPO: You will be sorry, watch your back my friend. ::she back steps and quickly runs back to sickbay fuming::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Do I have permission to return fire if fired on?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: The Breen fleet turned!  They are now coming toward us!

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Internal Sensors group is ready and at your disposal.

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Prepare to open your sleeve, Lieutenant.

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO_Hardnose>::Shakes head about the rude mannered Klingon:::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Target weapons and engines...slow them down.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::rushes in the door and looks at Turok, saying nothing as it is written on her face::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Nods to the CSO::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir, on it.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Contact the other ships to tell them we are about to encounter Breen fleet.

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Aye sir. ::sends message to the pursuing ships::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TASK FORCE HAMMER ENGAGES REAR OF BREEN FLEET

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye sir, targeting weapon systems and engines. ::targets the Breen’s weapons and engine systems::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: The fleet is spreading.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: The Breen are breaking formation...

Host CO_OMallory says:
All: Ok people, let's take them down.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::mutters to herself things like, I shall kill him, and he will die with his own foul words and things to that effect, working up quite an anger the MO is::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Don’t let them get by us.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: I'll try not to sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Waits for the order to open fire::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Fire at will.

XO_Taylor says:
*Kint* Get your teams into the previously discussed position.

CTO_Hunter says:
All: Incoming TORPEDOS!!!! Brace for impact!

Host CO_OMallory says:
::holds on::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Evasive!

CSO_MacLeod says:
::prepares scans for the battle, to scan weakness on shields and damaged systems::

CMO_Turok says:
Sickbay staff: We will make do with our personal weapons.  Remember, your first duty is to heal the injured of this ship.  One transporter is dedicated to transporting wounded here.  I will remain here and direct rescue operations.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Returns fire on the source of the torpedoes::

XO_Taylor says:
::braces::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::sees the Office window and her eyes go wide as she looks at the CMO, she takes in a deep breath, at least he will understand her anger she growls as she stomps around sickbay::

FCO_Adams says:
All: Stand by...bringing us to 30 degrees down.

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Pattern Omega 3.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Pattern Omega 3 initiated.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::braces but keeps eyes on his console::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: You will lead one team to other areas of the ship to triage the wounded.  Ensign T'Lau will lead the other.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON HIT TWICE; ONE NEAR DECK ONE, ONE STARBOARD DECK 12

Host CO_OMallory says:
::looks over at him with determination::  CTO: Take them down...

FCO_Adams says:
::dives 30 degrees down and hard over to starboard::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Damage report!

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: All ready on them...

XO_Taylor says:
::looks at console::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans the nearest Breen ships for weakness::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::nods at him as she gathers up emergency MedKits::

CMO_Turok says:
::Feels the ship rock from the hits.  Grins wickedly.  Ah battle!::

FCO_Adams says:
::grabs the side of the console as they are hit::

CTO_Hunter says:
::is knocked to the ground when the bridge is almost hit::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Time for one of those 'unsuals' we talked about. ::smiles a bit::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::protects his face from the sparks:: Self: Oh boy...

OPS_Shania says:
::tries to dodge falling ceiling tiles::

FCO_Adams says:
::covers her head as several ceiling tiles fall::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::a fire lights in her eyes as she feels the ship rock::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Stands back and notice his panel is out::

CTO_Hunter says:
All: Tac one is offline. ::hurries over to Tac two::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Control that fire!

FCO_Adams says:
::yells:: CO: I think you're right sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees SCI 2 on fire::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Stand by... We have fires on the bridge, and it seems that the battle bridge may have been damaged, I think they are trying to destroy the control outposts on the ship...

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Photons, full spread.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::stands over the console reading the incoming reports:: CMO: Reports that there is a fire on the bridge.

CMO_Turok says:
::Waits for the first reports of casualties::

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets fire suppression system online::

CSO_MacLeod says:
SO: Hurry!  ::sees Altsen ready to control the fire::

FCO_Adams says:
::brushes the debris off her console and brings the ship around 120 degrees::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye sir. ::logs into tac two and fires a full spread of photon at the heavy cruiser::

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Casualty report

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Sir, we should prepare ME for a possible battle bridge substitute in case the bridge become inoperable too.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Do it.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks sensors:: CO: Captain!  We have four fighter disabled from our assorted firing!

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: You tell me where to set them up and then you can have fun.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: 2ND HEAVY CRUISER IS HIT, SHIELDS FAILING

XO_Taylor says:
*Kint* Valerie, prepare plan beta darn.

XO_Taylor says:
<Kint> *XO* On it!

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: The light cruisers are damaged; both shields are now down to 37%.

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: Very well Head for Seria Two... Lets take out that heavy cruiser.

CTO_Hunter says:
::readies another weapons volley for torpedo two::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Continue firing...don’t let them past us.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: The second heavy cruiser got hit, its shields are failing!

FCO_Adams says:
::banks to port and follows the CTO's order:: CTO: Aye sir, Serria 2.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::paces::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Fires on Serria 2 aka Heavy Cruiser Two::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: 2 casualties, 40 injured with burns mostly.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Status of our fleet?

OPS_Shania says:
CO: 1 Excelsior has withdrawn because of failing shields.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Send whom you can to help in sickbay.

FCO_Adams says:
::heads for Seria 2 to let the CTO have his fun::

CMO_Turok says:
::Sees the first reports come in, as well as a couple walking wounded who enter sickbay::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::reading over his shoulder but he is in the way:: CMO: Where to??

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Casualties on deck 12.  Go!

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Target dead ahead!

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Status of shields?

MO-SamBejTa says:
CMO: AYE!  ::is off and running::

CTO_Hunter says:
::fires a second time at Serria Two::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press>::helps tend to burned crew::

CMO_Turok says:
::Rushes over to the two who entered and, with the nurses, begins treatment::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::enters the TL and screams for it to head to deck 12::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Intrepid is weakened but still fighting and the Akiras are ok.

CMO_Turok says:
T'Lau: Take your team to decks 1, and two.  There are burn victims there.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Is the Breen fleet regrouping at all or retreating?

FCO_Adams says:
::tries to keep the Breen ships between them and the fleet::

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Status of shields?

CTO_Hunter says:
<CPO_Kibble & Bitt>::Bring in a wound crew member to sickbay:: All: We need a Doctor! Got an injured crewmember.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Checks the status of their shields::

OPS_Shania says:
::sends repair teams to deck 12 and another team to sickbay to help::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::exits it and runs into wounded persons making there way to the TL, one walking and helping the other:: Wounded: Here, lay him here. ::she points and drops to her knees opening up her medkit::

FCO_Adams says:
::clears more falling debris from her console::

CMO_Turok says:
CPO's: Put him there.. ::Points to biobed four, Leaves the nurses to attend to the first two wounded and goes to the new arrival.::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks the Breen fleet position::

XO_Taylor says:
<Kint>`XO: Sir, Me is Beta darn ready, all we'll need is a command authorization.

CTO_Hunter says:
<CPO_KIbble and CPO Bit>::help the wounded man onto the bio bed:: CMO: We found this man wounded on deck 11.  We’ve got to return to our patrol, incase we get boarded.

XO_Taylor says:
*Kint* Excellent, let's hope we won't have to give that code..

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Mauro, I think we've hurt them. What do your scans show?

MO-SamBejTa says:
::looking over the body of the human male she winces as the skin is burned off of half of his leg, she administers medicine and pain killers enough for him to get to Sickbay. She helps him to his feet and he and the other wounded crew carry him to the TL::

OPS_Shania says:
*CMO* I'm gonna beam 2 seriously injured directly to you. ::locks on and waits for the ok::

CTO_Hunter says:
::continues to fire and switches fire to Serria One::

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: 60% Sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: They are just attacking, sir.  We have one heavy cruiser with failing shields, 37%; the other heavy cruiser is at impulse with failing shields; seven light cruisers severely damaged, with limited warp and failing shields, all with fires aboard.

CMO_Turok says:
::Ignores the two ARMED security guards and begins treating the injured crewman.::

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Thank you.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: BREEN FIGHTERS LINE UP FOR RUN AT GRYPHON AND THE DEFIANT CLASS

XO_Taylor says:
CO: They're forming around us...

CTO_Hunter says:
<CPO Kibble and Bit>::leave sickbay and return to their patrol assignment::

FCO_Adams says:
::pounds her console:: Self: Yessssss!!!! We've got them on the run. ::sees the fighters:: Uh Oh!

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Pattern Delta 4.  ::turns:: CTO: Continue firing all weapons.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Now they are regrouping!  Lining up.

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Keep them off our bridge, I have a feeling that it'll be their target.

OPS_Shania says:
::beams them to sickbay::

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Full power to shields.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices that Cassie called him Mauro... did she remember anything?::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye sir, Delta 4...engaged.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::seeing them safely in the TL she moves down the corridor. It is filling up with smoke, she realizes she has no weapon and swears aloud something not very pleasant about the CPO::

OPS_Shania says:
::reroutes power to shields:: CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Weave and bob them, Lieutenant.

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: We about to become a duck in a shooting gallery!  All Breen vessels are arrange for an attack run...Recommend evasive maneuver Gamma One

FCO_Adams says:
XO: I'll try. CO: Will do.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: FOUR FIGHTERS DESTROYED BY DEFIANT CLASS AND GRYPHON...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: LAST FIGHTER EXPLODES VIRTUALLY ON TOP OF GRYPHON

CMO_Turok says:
::Stabilizes the man and surveys sickbay.  Sees many injured arriving via the door and the transporter.  His full staff is rushing about, but all is in good order.::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Are they planning a suicide strike?

CTO_Hunter says:
::Feels the ship rock and notes shields dropped to 48%::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::feels rock of the ship::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Shields down to 48%

XO_Taylor says:
::makes sure all emergency  force fields on bridge are ready to be put in action, just in case::

FCO_Adams says:
::leans into a fast starboard turn::

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Divert unnecessary power to shields.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: FALLING CEILING SPAR HITS O'MALLORY

Host CO_OMallory says:
::feels ceiling fall and falls out of chair on floor, bleeding::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::feels the ships rock:: Self: Damn...

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Captain!

CTO_Hunter says:
*Sickbay* Medical emergency on the bridge, Captain down!!!

FCO_Adams says:
::sees the Captain fall:: XO: Sir!!!!! The Captain!

MO-SamBejTa says:
::remainder of wounded on this deck are slightly burned, but more confused and disorientated. Aiding them as fast as she can::

XO_Taylor says:
::runs to the captain and takes his pulse::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees the Captain down:: CO: Sir? ::observes the XO helping him::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Sees the XO is looking at the CO::

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: Evasive maneuver Gamma One, Lets gets some distance between us...

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Don't move, you could have a neck injury.

CMO_Turok says:
*CTO* How badly injured is he?

CTO_Hunter says:
*CMO* Unknown, XO is looking at him, I am trying to keep us alive.

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Contact the Defiant asked them to cover us.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Status?

FCO_Adams says:
::can't take the time to go and check:: CTO: Gamma One sir....

Host CO_OMallory says:
::feels coldness around him::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Any other threats out there?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TASK FORCE HAMMER FORMS AROUND GRYPHON AS REMAINING BREEN SHIPS ATTEMPT TO SLIP BY

MO-SamBejTa says:
::as fast as she could hypo one person another one appeared as if by magic. Working fast she did what she could as they were carted back to sickbay::

XO_Taylor says:
*CMO* Get someone up here now!! Possible neck injury plus bloody head.

FCO_Adams says:
::pushes the ship to maximum warp to maintain some distance::

CMO_Turok says:
*MO*: Ensign, transport to the bridge immediately.  The captain is injured.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Fires at the Breen ships::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: The remaining ships are trying to run away.

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: I'm pushing us to maximum.

MO-SamBejTa says:
*OPS* Emergency transport to bridge!

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: There are 9 ships yet.  All damaged.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Hit them and hit them hard, I don't want one of them to be able to tell the tale of this day.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Turok says:
*CTO* Attend to the battle Lieutenant, help is on the way.  I hope you have your paperwork in order.  ::Chuckles::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Don’t let them get by us.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks up at Taylor:: XO: I'll do my best sir.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::appears on Bridge::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: 2 heavy cruisers and 7 light cruisers.

MO-SamBejTa says:
Where is .... ::sees him and rushes over, she drops to her knees::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::sees an image of his sister, Anne::

XO_Taylor says:
MO: Here he is... I'll leave him to you.

CMO_Turok says:
::Works on an injured woman from the battle bridge.  Sees she is beyond help.::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Then all will go well.

Host Tim says:
<Akira-1>@COM: Gryphon: What are the orders? Pursue?

MO-SamBejTa says:
::whipping out her medical tricorder she scans him and looks for blood::

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: Attack pattern Ktarn Omega 12.

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Sir? I don't have that in my database.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::coughs up some blood from his mouth::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Sends the attack pattern to the FCO:: FCO: Check your panel.

XO_Taylor says:
COM: Akira-1: This is XO Taylor here, CO O'Mallory has been injured. Prepare to pursue.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: What are our odds if we pursue?

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: If we concentrate the on the heavy cruiser… good. Recommend all vessels attack the heavy cruiser, I can assign targets to the fleet.

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: I have it now sir.... initiating.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::ripping open a new package of hypos packed in sterile paper with her teeth she hypos him:: Aloud: We need an emergency transport to Sickbay STAT!

OPS_Shania says:
MO: Whenever you are ready.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Are we going to take them out?

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: You bet.

FCO_Adams says:
::taps her panel and inputs the new pattern::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: BREEN RESPOND BY FORMING DEFENSIVE LINE; ONE LIGHT CRUISER (LEAST DAMAGED) LEAVES FOR BREEN SPACE

Host CO_OMallory says:
::he hears a soft whisper from Anne::

CMO_Turok says:
::Has orderlies move the non-critical patients to the shuttle bay, making room for the seriously injured::

OPS_Shania says:
::locks on the CO and MO and waits::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices the Breen fleet is regrouping::

CTO_Hunter says:
::notes the Breen light cruiser leaving:: XO: Never mind, we better stop that light cruiser!

XO_Taylor says:
COM: Akira-1: You get the defensive line, we'll take out the cruiser.

MO-SamBejTa says:
OPS: Now! ::cradles the Captains Head in her hands for the arrival in sickbay:: OPS: Notify CMO first and send us!

OPS_Shania says:
::beams the 2 to sickbay::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Pursue the light cruiser, now!

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Leave the rest of the Breen fleet to the task force.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Already done, Hunter.

OPS_Shania says:
*CMO* CO and MO on their way.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Commander, they are forming a defensive line.  A light cruiser has left for Breen space.  That was the least damaged.  Curious... ::frowns::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::feels himself lifting up on air::

MO-SamBejTa says:
::sits there on her knees looking down at her Captain  who has just goobered blood all over her chest:: CO: It will be alright sir.

CMO_Turok says:
::Readies a biobed, slick with blood, for the Captain::

FCO_Adams says:
::slides the Gryphon in among the remaining Breen ships:: XO: Aye sir, pursuing the cruiser.

OPS_Shania says:
::checks power status::

CMO_Turok says:
::Sees the MO and CO arrive and has O’Mallory placed on the bed.::

MO-SamBejTa says:
CMO: His neck is broken, be careful.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: That's the ship which has the best chance of returning alive, Mauro, that's why.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Sir on second thought that might not be a good idea.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: They are at warp 7.9.  That's the maximum they have by now.

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Time to intercept and time for the cruiser to get to the Breen border?

CMO_Turok says:
::Begins scanning O’Mallory.:: MO: I will see to him, continue your duties.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Explain.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::wipes her hands on her pants, as she moves towards the door::

MO-SamBejTa says:
CMO: Aye. ::out the door::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: I don't see that way.  They know they can't run away from us.  Warp 7.9?  No way... ::shakes his head::

CMO_Turok says:
::Works on the Captain::

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Sir we know the Breen have managed to use cloaking devices on their heavy cruiser, and many are still missing, what if that light cruiser is leading us to a the rest of those cloaked heavy cruisers?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: They will take 18.6 days to get to Breen space.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::sees a light of home in the distance::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Got another explanation?

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, we can overtake them in 19.4 days at 7.8.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Run continuous tachyon scans and prepare to pursue.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::sees Anne motioning to him::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: I agree with Lieutenant Hunter.  It may be a trap.  Do you remember about the "hundreds"?

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: We would not be able to detect them in time.

FCO_Adams says:
::heads after the cruiser hoping they can stay in one piece::

XO_Taylor says:
COM: Akira-1: I want another ship to go with us.

MO-SamBejTa says:
::checks medkit that she left lay and moves back through the corridors checking for any more injured that could not make their way to Sickbay::

XO_Taylor says:
CTO What is your suggestion?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: And if we are, they can be too many, and we are alone.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Let that ship go, it’ll make it to Breen space before we can catch any way.  And we have orders not to enter Breen space.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods at CTO's suggestion::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: The task force is finishing off what's left of the Breen fleet.

FCO_Adams says:
::watches another ceiling tile begin to fall and covers her head::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Could we catch up with them before they get to the border?

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Not at this speed sir. We will be one solar day behind them.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: DAMAGED DOORS OPEN, TEEBO RUNS TO TURBOLIFT AND TAKES IT TO BRIDGE.  RACES OFF AND RUNS ABOUT LOOKING FOR SHANIA

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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